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What do you know about Human mind?
What do you know about Human Beings?
What about Yourself?
Biocentric Psychoanalysis©® can be the answer.

Biopsysis - Biocentric Psychoanalysis © ® is a new approach to "Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy" inspired by a theory of
Physics called Biocentrism. The concept of “Identity” is central. The “Ego”, its existence, nature and activity is far more
important than it was in the older psychoanalytic approaches. The Biocentric approach is pragmatic, integrative and
looks for solutions, with the main goal to act fast and efficiently. Time perception and memory are important also, the
same with prevention and of course the honesty and professional integrity of the practitioner. In the Biocentric perspective
Philosophy of Mind and Theoretical Physics come together. Finally, Biocentric Psychoanalysis uses many of the cognitive,
dialectical, rational-emotive and hypnotic behavioural therapy tools. It is not properly classifiable as a "talking therapy" n
because it strongly believes that communication is only less than 10% words and because the main therapeutic tool is
Logics, to investigate a patient's inferential thought processes, learning system, interactional behaviour and inducted
emotions, through sensorial and perceptive stimulation, in order to introduce gradual changes to their "habits", to make
them acceptable and stabilize them over the weeks, months and years, to pursue a patient's complete realisation and
happiness. n Check the FAQs for more information

Fancy working as a private practitioner?

Wanting to help people in trouble and live off the profession you like but not spend years locked in a classroom?
Are you looking for a pragmatic approach toward a career?
Do not wait another day. Enrol now!
Never lose the chance to give your contribution to the betterment of humanity.
Our unique Diploma in Biocentric Psychoanalysis leads with a few steps to a well insured practice, always updated and
followed by sector experts.
You will never be alone. MCI will provide all its Graduates a starter pack to move forward into their new Biocentric
Psychoanalytic adventure, from the opening of your own office to the supervising service, to continuing professional
training.
As an MCI Graduate you will have access to all the associated Professional Institutes, an accounting and legal service
and everything you need to build up and develop your own business.
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Check the list of the minimum requirements to be enrolled as an I.B.P.I Student and submit your application
for the Psychological Aptitude Test (PAT) of which the updated calendar you will find on:
biocentricpsychoanalysis.uk.

Max 6 Candidates per year.

Have your own practice within 12 months
or you will be refunded!*

Full time training course. Part time option available.

*(all assessments need completed)

Flexible payment options.

Minimum requirements





English Knowledge*
Bachelor in Psychology or equivalent
Psycho-attitudinal test with a score over 80%*
I.B.P.I Code of Ethics legal acceptance and subscription

*certifications are well accepted so please send them to us along with your cv submission; however there will be a specific language
test to pass in order for your application to be considered; straight after your filled form being archived, you will receive an e-mail with
the date and location of both of the required tests; tests fee: £ 50,00 each non-refundable

First year: 1500 hours/60 ECTS* split in 50% (750) hours of Theory and 50% (750) hours of Practice (1 ECT = 25
hours of both collective and individual study, according to the European Law); Second year: 1000 hours/40
ECTS* of Apprenticeship, plus 500 hours/20 ECTS* of practice initial supervision. Optional extension: 500
hours/20 ECTS* of Advanced Biocentric Psychoanalysis Module (extra cost applicable)
*European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System (ECTS) credits are a standard means for comparing the "volume of learning based
on the defined learning outcomes and their associated workload" for higher education across the European Union and other
collaborating European countries. For successfully completed studies, ECTS credits are awarded. One academic year corresponds to 60
ECTS credits that are normally equivalent to 1500 hours of total workload, irrespective of standard or qualification type. ECTS credits are
used to facilitate transfer and progression throughout the Union. Any ECTS validation stays, however, at the discretion of each Country.
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First year: 1500 hours/60 ECTS* didactic curriculum:
*The amount of ECTS indicated in this document are to be considered exclusively as a comparative measure of the study effort needed.

THEORY

PRACTICE



English Sector's Technical Vocabulary and
Scientific Terminology (3 ECTS)



Hypnotherapy and Conversational Hypnosis
Techniques (3 ECTS)



History of Psychology (3 ECTS)





Fundamentals of Logics (3 ECTS)

Animal Assisted Therapy and
Hippotherapy (3 ECTS)



Fundamentals of Philosophy of Mind (3 ECTS)





Brain Physiology and Pathology, Learning
Systems and Memory Processes (3 ECTS)

Experimental individual and group Analysis
sessions (3 ECTS)





Freudian Psychoanalysis and modern
Behavioural Science (3 ECTS)

Psychoanalysis applied to Sport
Performance (3 ECTS)





Profiling (3 ECTS)

Psychoanalysis applied to Forensic
Science (3 ECTS)

Health care legislation in UK & Europe (3 ECTS)





Psychoanalytic Sexology, elements for
practice (3 ECTS)



Global Bioethics (3 ECTS)



Case Study (3 ECTS)



Communication of Scientific Research (3



Psychoanalytic Reports, recording and
writing competencies and skills (3 ECTS)



Dream Analysis, Rorschach Plates and
Drawing Therapy (3 ECTS)



First Aid (3 ECTS)

Marketing for Mental Health Therapists (bonus



Virtual Reality Exposure Therapy (bonus course)

course)



Floatation Tank Assisted Therapy (bonus course)

ECTS)



Fundamentals of Anthropology (course with no
compulsory attendance)



Neuropsychoanalysis & 4D Brain Mapping
(bonus course)



Hybrid and interactive teaching modality through an e-learning platform, on line meetings and conferences,
forums, questionnaires and lessons, both theoretical and practical, with highly qualified Professors from
associated Universities and Academic Institutions. Final exams to be held in Northern Ireland.
Find out more by e-mailing directly the I.B.P.I: madc@biocentricpsychoanalysis.uk (HoI Prof. Dr. Melania A.
Duca-Canavan).
Price of Diploma: £ 7.500,00 + VAT 20% payable in small monthly instalments also through one of our
recommended worldwide financial services agencies. MCI offers a discount of £ 500,00 to all the new students
enrolling and coming from the associated Universities. The same discount is reserved to the MCI Research
Foundation Members. Fixed terms guaranteed until Dec. 31, 2018.
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Additional information
"I.B.P.I" stands for International Biocentric Psychoanalysis Institute, a new private post-graduate School of
specialisation in the holistic psychotherapy defined as "Biopsysis" which again stands for Biocentric
Psychoanalysis.
The occupations of “Psychological Therapy Practitioner” and “Complementary Therapy Practitioner” in the
“Mental health and well-being” and “Physical health” sectors are not covered by neither regulators nor
accredited registers in the UK.
All the registers mentioned by the UK Professional Standard Authority Accredited Registers Programme,
including the psychoanalytic ones, are voluntary to join, meaning that it is not a requirement.
Because of this, the excellence path that you are willing to take is very important as it is important to know
that our insurance policies are valid “internationally”.
Furthermore, Biocentric Psychoanalysis is now recognised as a new IICT modality by 26 different Countries of
UK, Europe, Oceania, North America and Canada where the I.B.P.I works as an IICT Platinum Training Provider.
Biocentric Psychoanalysis© has been archived by the UK Copyright Service on 3 March 2018 with the following
registration number: 284720380, description: Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy and expiry date: 3 March 2028.
The Copyright owner is listed as Melania Anna Duca-Canavan.
The application for registering the Biocentric Psychoanalysis® as a UK trademark (UK00003294105) under the
Class 44: “Psychotherapy services” and “Holistic psychotherapy” has been successfully submitted on 3 March
2018.
Also, the application for registering the acronym and logo: Biopsysis® as a UK trademark (UK00003298128)
under the Class 44: “Psychotherapy services” and “Holistic psychotherapy” has been successfully submitted
on 20 March 2018.
Finally, the application for registering the acronym and logo: I.B.P.I® as a UK trademark (UK00003303584)
under the Classes 44: “Mental health services” etc. and 41: “Education services relating to health” etc. has
been successfully submitted on 12 April 2018.

Refund policy
Any candidate scoring less than 80% on the Psychological Aptitude Test (PAT) will not be admitted. All of the
fees for the admission tests, in the case of renouncement or non-admission, are 100% non-refundable.
Participation in the admission tests does not require entry to the Diploma. This means that even if a candidate
has passed the entrance examination they can withdraw and not register with no additional charge.
Once the contract has been signed, the payment for the two years of School must be made in full within 14
days before the starting date of the Course itself, exclusively via bank transfer (check below for the
international transaction details).
Students are not permitted to ask for their inscription cancellation nor for any refund of the costs once the
contract with MCI Limited has been signed to pursue the accomplishment of the Biocentric Psychoanalysis
Diploma under the registered trademark “I.B.P.I”.
Due to numerical restrictions applied to the School access, successful candidates who have already signed
the contract and are willing to withdraw, are obviously allowed to do so, but then all costs must be paid as
established in the contract. This happens due to the following: once the admission tests have taken
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place, a list of successful candidates is published on line and only the first 6 candidates, chosen in order of
their booking date for the admission tests, have the right to enrol to the current year. Others, who were
unsuccessful, are given the opportunity to enrol in the following years programme.

“100% Money Back Guarantee” formula
A 100% refund of all costs is offered if and when, within the 12 months from the start of lessons, any candidate
will be unable, once having completed all of the assessments and paid all fees required, to hold a “Biocentric
Psychoanalyst Candidate Status Certification” released from MCI Limited, which will be necessary to start
working as an MCI Researcher: the opening of a candidate’s practice, including any additional countryrelated procedure/cost, is entirely upon themselves. The I.B.P.I project does not provide patients, promotion
or any other services in relation to the I.B.P.I Biopsysis Diploma Contract, unless the client is willing to pay for
them separately. In this case, MCI Limited will be glad to assist all its candidates and future graduates during
all of their professional career steps as established in detached agreements. It is intended that, during the
following 12 months (2nd year of Course) the same Candidates must complete the Apprenticeship and
Supervision period in order to obtain the Diploma and with it the possibility to apply as an I.B.P.I graduate for
the IICT (International Institute for Complementary Therapists) membership at a 50% discounted price and for
the BGi.UK professional insurance policy, both valid internationally.

Policy on addressing student issues/grievances
Any complaint in relation to the Diploma Course in Biocentric Psychoanalysis must be forward via e-mail to:
melaniacanavan@mcinternationaleventsplanning.co.uk “For the attention of MCI CEO”. We will treat any
case very seriously, collect all the information required and inform all persons who may be involved. We will
try to solve any problem which may occur during the period spent learning with us, always pursuing our clients’
satisfaction and happiness with our services. MCI Limited will be directly responsible for any potential mistakes
occurring in the logistics and administration process. However, MCI Limited will not be responsible for any of
the specific content taught in the course because the platform is entirely and independently managed by
the teachers who have their own private credentials to access and are covered by their own insurance. This
applies also to their professionalism and any other aspect of the professor/student interaction as well because
all teachers will have previously signed the MCI Code of Conduct (CC) before being able to use our elearning platform and so will be required to follow specific rules and maintain a high standard of quality in the
training. Half yearly checks and evaluations are done to all the didactical materials proposed also through
questionnaires and feedback collection from students. The whole Course Programme is updated each year.
Any further details concerning the I.B.P.I project terms and condition, the privacy policy and the new General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) etc., are to be found in the I.B.P.I Biopsysis Diploma Contract.

National Payments in gbp
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International Payments in euros

International Payments in other currencies incl. gbp
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